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ABSTRACT:  The  Los  Angeles  coastal  prame  was  an  herbaceous  plant  community  with  high
concentrations  of  annual  forbs,  similar  to  coastal  prairie  described  for  northern  California,
interspersed with a network of vernal pools with their associated specialized flora Unfortunately, the
unique community was lost before it could be studied in detail The prairie covered about 95 km 2 of
coastal Los Angeles County, extending north-south from the crest of the Ballona Bluffs to the Palos
Verdes peninsula and inland for 3-7 km from the lee of the El Segundo sand dunes We present (1)
historical accounts and photographs of the prairie, (2) a description of the vegetation, including a list
of plants native to the prairie assembled from herbarium accessions, botanical literature, and recent
surveys of a highly degraded 12-ha fragment, and (3) a review of the mammals, birds, reptiles, and
amphibians that were once found on the prairie The description of the Los Angeles coastal praine
and its vernal pools should inform restoration efforts in the area, and aid in the potential identification
of previously overlooked fragments of these habitats in the urban mosaic
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Introduction

The  Los  Angeles  coastal  prame  was  a  predominantly  herbaceous  plant  community
with  extensive  vernal  pool  habitat  that  covered  about  95  km  2  .  The  last  significant  remnant,  a
120-ha  site  at  the  west  end  of  the  Los  Angeles  International  Airport  (LAX),  was  obliterated
in  the  late  1960s.  Today  a  few  scattered  open  patches  remain,  but  these  are  so  degraded  and
overgrown  with  exotic  weeds  as  to  be  unrecognizable  as  coastal  praine.  One  remnant,  12  ha
at  LAX,  was  the  site  of  an  attempt  to  restore  a  portion  of  this  unique  community.  Our
purpose  in  this  paper  is  to  reconstruct  this  ecological  community  from  histoncal  information,
including  voucher  specimens,  biological  field  notes,  photographs,  and  anecdotal  material.
This  descnption  should  allow  those  attempting  ecological  restoration  within  the  former
extent  of  the  prame  to  use  appropnate  native  plants  in  their  efforts.  This  objective  is  timely
because  restoration  projects  across  the  Los  Angeles  basin  often  attempt  restoration  using
plants  never  found  in  an  area  or  neglect  to  restore  the  diversity  of  plants  that  were  present.
Such  well-meaning  but  inappropriate  plant  choices  create  insidiously  harmful  effects  on
animal  communities  (Longcore  et  al.  1997),  and  may  confuse  future  analysts  who  will  be
required  to  reconcile  alien  species  and  ecotypes.

The  extent  of  the  Los  Angeles  coastal  prame  (Figure  1)  was  congruent  with  the
Pleistocene  dune  system  delineated  by  Cooper  (1967)  during  his  comprehensive  review  of
the  coastal  sand  dunes  of  California  (Mattoni  1993).  The  Pleistocene  dune  system  coincides
almost  exactly  with  the  Oakley  Sand  formation  depicted  by  the  U.  S.  Bureau  of  Soils  survey
(Nelson  1919).  The  praine  was  underlain  by  this  edaphic  formation,  charactenzed  by  the
consolidated  sands  of  the  Pleistocene  sand  dunes  at  El  Segundo.  The  older  system  was
formed  dunng  the  80,000  years  before  the  last  glaciation  while  the  newer  dunes  were  formed
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Figure  1  (opposite)  Map  of  the  extent  of  the  Los  Angeles  coastal  prairie  and  its  vernal  pools
Modern  infrastructure  is  overlain  on  the  historic  features  Historic  collection  localities  are  given,
names not in current usage are given in parentheses After Cooper (1967)

over  the  past  6,000-8,000  years.  The  enormous  amounts  of  sand  that  form  both  dune
systems  were  provided  by  alluvium  transported  by  Ballona  Creek,  which  was  fed  by  the  Los
Angeles  River  until  the  1800s.

The  Los  Angeles  coastal  prairie  was  surrounded  by  vegetation  types  associated  with
different  edaphic,  hydrologic,  and  topographic  features.  The  western  edge  of  the  Los
Angeles  coastal  prairie  was  formed  by  the  active  El  Segundo  sand  dunes  along  the  immediate
coast,  which  were  covered  with  dune  scrub.  The  eastern  and  southern  boundaries  are
hypothetical  as  no  remaining  vestiges  of  the  native  biota  exist.  Soil  types  along  the  south
border,  at  the  Palos  Verdes  uplift,  are  sedimentary  sandstones  vegetated  by  a  typical  coastal
sage  scrubland  of  Artemisia  californica  and  admixtures  of  other  shrubs.  Portions  of  these
scrub  communities  still  exist  on  the  Palos  Verdes  peninsula,  but  not  in  the  border  areas  of  the
prairie.  The  southern  and  eastern  borders  included  extensive  wetlands  including  Bixby
Slough  and  “Nigger  Slough.”  1  The  highly  degraded  Madrona  Marsh  is  a  small  extant
remnant  of  these  wetlands.  The  remaining  border  of  the  prairie  was  probably  entirely  coastal
sage  scrub  and  coastal  bluff  scrub,  extending  north  from  the  marshes  in  the  Torrance  area  to
the  Ballona  Gap  and  west  to  the  Pacific  across  the  top  of  the  Ballona  Bluffs.

Historical  Description:  “Where  once  grew  wild  flowers  with  abandon”

Although  the  Los  Angeles  Coastal  Prairie  has  been  overlooked  as  a  distinct
association  in  recent  years  except  by  Mattoni  (1993),  lay  people  have  recognized  the  unique
character  of  this  area.  The  “plains”  rolling  to  the  sea  are  described  in  many  travelers’
accounts  of  early  Los  Angeles  [e.g.,  Brewer  1930).  Historian  Roy  Rosenberg  (1938)  writes
that  the  prairie  was  converted  from  ranching  to  dry  farming  in  the  1800s  by  the  founder  of
Inglewood,  California,  Daniel  Freeman.  Rosenberg  reports  character!  sties  of  the  prairie  at
that time;

[I]t  is  recorded  that  the  Freeman  children  rode  over  the  rancho  through  fields
of  wildflowers  that  extended  to  the  Pacific.  The  sight  of  these  great  fields,
suddenly  confronting  a  person  as  he  neared  the  top  of  Baldwin  Hills,  brought
as  enthusiastic  exclamations  of  surprise  and  wonder  from  his  lips  as  does  the
present  panorama  which  greets  the  traveler  as  he  speeds  over  ribbons  of
concrete  enroute  from  the  metropolitan  district  to  Inglewood.  Where  once
grew  wild  flowers  with  abandon  —  poppies,  lupin,  mustard,  horseradish  and
verbena  —  there  now  appears  a  sea  of  lights  which  that  great  raconteur,
Alexander  Wolcott,  has  aptly  likened  to  “the  babel  of  a  million  tungstens”
(Rosenberg  1938:12-13).

A  Manhattan  Beach  resident  wrote  as  follows  of  his  childhood  in  the  1920s;
While  living  at  3116  Alma,  we  almost  always  walked  to  school.  We  walked
over  the  sanddunes,  through  the  area  where  Grandview  School  is  located,
across  the  fields,  over  the  railroad  tracks,  past  the  Catholic  Church  property.

'We use this offensive place name wiih regret and have abbreviated it lo"N Slough" throughout the remainder
of the paper Most local botanists are aware of this locality betw een Gardena and Torrance because of its
frequent occurrence on herbarium labels on specimens from the early 1900s It has no modem place name
because it has long since been drained and filled The wetland was reportedly named after the freemen who
fanned near it and the name appears on histone maps of the area (Nelson 1919) We hope that the reader
understands our decision to identify the locale by its only name
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Quite  often  we  would  pick  wild  flowers  like  Lupins,  Indian  Paint  Brush,  and
mustard  flower,  which  grew  everywhere,  to  take  to  our  teachers  (Dow
1976:27).
Although  some  of  the  flowers  listed  by  Dow  and  Rosenberg  are  exotic  weeds  (e.g.,

horseradish,  probably  Raphanus  sativus,  and  mustard,  probably  Brassica  nigra),  it  is
apparent  that  the  area  was  not  coastal  sage  scrub  as  it  is  often  described.  Additional
historical  information  is  provided  by  Dorothy  Lyndes,  who  lived  in  Inglewood  in  the  1930s
and  still  recalls  from  that  time  yearly  wildflower  trips  by  the  Girl  Scouts  to  admire  the
poppies  and  lupines  in  fields  to  the  west  (Lyndes  pers.  comm.  1996).  And,  although  the
prairie  is  now  largely  gone,  a  namesake,  Praine  Avenue,  remains.

Botanists  and  biologists  also  have  described  the  Los  Angeles  coastal  prairie  as  a
distinct  region  in  vanous  ways.  The  U.  S.  Bureau  of  Soils  (Nelson  1919:29)  described  the
native  vegetation  of  the  Oakley  series  as  “Some  grass  and  small  scrubby  brush.”  Pierce
(1938),  in  his  extensive  studies  of  the  flora  and  fauna  of  the  El  Segundo  dunes,  distinguished
the  “meadow  ”  from  the  dunes.  In  his  field  notes  and  publications,  he  delineated  specifically
between  plants  of  the  meadow  and  plants  of  the  dunes  (Figure  2,  Pierce  1938;  Pierce  1938-
1939).  In  later  articles,  von  Bloeker  (1942;  1943a;  1943b)  also  described  the  meadow  .  He
wrote,  “A  large  part  of  the  meadow  is  covered  throughout  the  year  by  low-growth  vegetation,
such  as  grass,  weeds,  and  non-native  plants.  ...  Another  section  is  heavily  over-grown  with
native  shrubs.  ...  In  the  grassland  (including  the  areas  of  native  and  non-native  grasses  and
weeds,  and  the  grain-fields)...”  (von  Bloeker  1943a:  12).  These  descriptions  evoke  a
landscape  that  is  different  from  the  surrounding  dominant  coastal  sage  scrub.  Burcham
(1957)  mapped  the  whole  Los  Angles  basin  as  California  Praine.  Kiichler  (1977)  created
confusion  with  his  map  of  the  potential  natural  vegetation  of  California  by  identifying  the
active  dunes  and  the  area  underlain  by  consolidated  dunes  as  “Southern  Seashore
Communities,”  which  included  “Southern  beach  community”  and  “Southern  dune  scrub.”
The  observation  that  the  area  of  the  praine  is  different  from  its  surroundings  is  conect,  but
the  praine  is  also  distinct  from  dune  scrub.  The  previous  misclassification  has  caused  some
difficulties  in  attempting  to  restore  the  appropnate  plant  community  in  the  area.

Vegetation  Description

We  have  compiled  a  list  of  all  native  vascular  plant  species  known  to  have  occurred
on  the  Los  Angeles  coastal  praine  (Table  1,  pp.  77-85).  The  list  was  created  by  inspecting
accessions  in  the  UCLA  Herbanum  and  the  Rancho  Santa  Ana  Herbanum  of  all  species  that
could  possibly  have  been  found  on  the  praine.  The  list  of  possible  species  was  developed  by
reviewing  historical  records,  habitat  descnptions  in  Floras  of  southern  California  (Abrams
1904;  Davidson  and  Moxley  1923;  Munz  1935;  Munz  1974),  relevant  literature  (e.g..  Beetle
1947;  Biswell  1956;  Holland  and  Keil  1995;  Keeler-Wolf  et  al.  1995;  Keeley  1989;  Munz
and  Keck  1949;  Munz  and  Keck  1950;  Omduff  1974;  Sawyer  and  Keeler-Wolf  1995;  Thome
1976;  Zedler  1987)  and  through  consultation  with  botanists  with  a  knowledge  of  the  area.
Many  records  are  from  collections  made  incidental  to  surveys  of  the  El  Segundo  sand  dunes
by  W.  Dwight  Pierce,  O.  H.  Kappler,  and  others.  Other  records  are  from  casual  collections
by  amateur  botanists.  Because  there  was  no  systematic  effort  to  document  the  flora  of  this
area,  it  is  possible  that  species  not  on  the  list  simply  were  not  collected.  Nevertheless,  from
the  records  documented  here,  we  conclude  that  the  plant  species  present  in  this  area  indicate

Figure  2  (opposite)  Page  from  W  D  Pierce's  notes,  with  contact  strips  of  photos  The  first
photograph on the second row is the only picture that shows the "meadow" looking inland from the El
Segundo dunes
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Table  1  .  Native  plants  of  the  Los  Angeles  Coastal  Prairie  and  its  vernal  pools.

Habitats D, dunes and praine, P, prarne ( not dunes); V, vernal pools
'southern California vernal pool indicator species
^Vernal pool associates, found also in aquatic, marsh, or seepage areas
^Found in vernal pool basins, but common in other habitats (Zedler 1987)

‘Species or examples of genera listed by Keeley (1989) as composing pristine native
California grasslands

Lifeforms A, annual, B, biennial,  P, perennial,  S, shrub

Nomenclature  generally  follows  The  Jepson  Manual  (Hickman  1993);  synonomies  are  given  for
deviations and to aid in interpretation of historical sources. Relevant text from herbarium labels and
literature or references that suggest presence on the prairie are presented

Scientific Nomenclature
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Encelia caJt/orruca Nutt
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Senecio calif omic us DC
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Lepidium die tyo turn A Gray [L
ac unde ns Howell]
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CUSCUTACEAE
Cuscula call) orruca Hook. & Ann

ELATIN' ACEAE
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Phacelia slellans Brand [P. douglasu
Ton var. crypiantha Brand]

LAMIACEAE
Salvia carduacea Benth

Sahia columbaria e Benth
Stachys ajugoides Benth
LIMNANTHACEAE
Limnanlhus douglasu R Br

LOASACEAE
Klenizeha affims E Greene

MALVACEAE
Malvella leprosa (Ortega) Krapov

[Suia hederacea Torr ]

Sidalcea malviflora (DC ) Benth ssp
malviflora

Sidalcea neomexu ana A Gray [5.
pa r\ i flora Greene]

NYCTAGINACEAE
Abroma umbel la la Lam
ONAGRACEAE
Camissorua bislorta (Toney &

A Gray) Raven [Oenothera b Nutt
ex T & G . Sphaeroslignui b W alp ]

Carmssonia cheiranlhijolia (Sprengel)
Raimann

Camissoma lenisii Raven

Carmssonia micranlha (Sprengel)
Raven

Epilobium pygmaeum (Speg ) P Hoch
& Raven [Boisduvaha glabella
(Null) Walp ]

Oenothera elala Kunth ssp
hirsutissima (S. Watson) W Dietr

PAPAYERACEAE
Eschscholzia califomica Cham

brand's phacella P" A (Pierce 1938-1939) Frequent near the coast along
the borders of the sand-dunes (Abrams 1904) On .
few subalkaline places on the plains. Los Angeles
and San Bernardino Counties (Davidson and
Moxley 1923)

THISTLE SAGE

CHIA
HEDGE NETTLE

D A El Segundo, established portion of the lee slope.
Jack Rempel. May 16. 1932 (RSA) Occasional in i
sandy soil in all the valleys and in the foothills
(Abrams 1904)

P  A
V 2 A. P Playa del Rey (Davidson and Moxley 1923)

meadowfoam  V  A  (Pierce  1938-1939)  Growing  in  wet  places
Reported from Los Angeles and San Bernardino
(Abrams 1904)

blazing  star  D  A  Redondo  Beach,  sandy  fields,  elevauon  near  sea
level. Tom Burch, March 9. 1940 (RSA) El
Segundo. sand dunes near strand. Jack Rempel.
Apnl 10. 1932 (RSA) Likely more on dunes
(Mattoni 1990)

ALKALI  -MALLOW  V  2  P

CHECKER  MALLOW  P*  P

V  P

Common in subsaline places (Abrams 1904) West
Los Angeles. O H Kappler. June 13. 1944 (notes.
LA) On compact ground in subalkaline soils
(Davidson and Moxley 1923)
(Pierce 1938-1939) To edge of dune but not on to
sand) slopes (Pierce 1938) Frequent on the grass>
hills and mesas (Abrams 1904).
Between West Adams and Culver City . Hillside.
Frances M Morey. May. 1922 (RSA) In low
subsaline places throughout our range (Abrams
1904) In subalkaline meadows from Los Angeles
to San Bernardino (Davidson and Moxley 1923)

SAND VERBEN A D  A  Very  rare  on  praine  (Mattoni  1990)

CALIFORNIA  SUN  P*  A
CUP

BEACH  EVENING  D*  P
PRIMROSE
LEWIS'  EVENING  D“  A
PRIMROSE

D*  A

FIREWEED  V  1  A

EVENING  PRIMROSE  P  B

(Pierce 1938-1939) (Mattoni 1990) To edge of
dune but not on sandy slopes (Pierce 1938) Veiy
common in sand-washes about San Diego,
extending north to Santa Barbara (Abrams 1904)
(Pierce 1938-1939) (Mattoni 1990)

(Pierce 1938-1939). (Mattoni 1990) Bordenng
sand dunes at Ballona Harbor. Abrams. 1901
(RSA). Inglewood. Abrams. 1903 (RSA)
(Pierce 1938-1939) Frequent on the sand dur.es
along the seashore, but not strictly man time as
reported by some, for it is also frequent in sand>
soil in all our valleys (Abrams 1904)
Sink near Inglewood. F W Peirson. July 19. 1906
(RSA) Low ground Santa Monica. Mesmer. San
Diego (Abrams 1904) Low ground. Santa Monica
to San Diego (Davidson and Moxley 1923)
BaJlona wetlands. R Gustafson. July 15. 1981
(RSA)

CALIFORNIA  POPPY  D  A Rosenberg (1938)
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Platystemon califomicus Benth
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Castillcja exserta (A A Heller)
Chuang & Heckard [Orthocarpus
purpurascens Benth ]

MARIPOSA LILY
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Dicheloslemma capitatum (Benth. )
A W. Wood [Brodiaea pulchella
(Salisb.) E Greene]
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Figure  3  (opposite)  Photograph  of  the  "meadow  floor"  at  El  Segundo  taken  by  W  D  Pierce  in
March  1938  Identifiable  species  include  Lupinus  bicolor  ,  Camissonia  bislorta,  Phacelia  stellans,
Lotus  strigosus,  Festuca  megalura,  Cryptantha  intermedia,  Planlago  erecla,  and  Stebbinsoseris
heterocarpa.

grasses,  in  the  area  of  the  Los  Angeles  coastal  prairie.  Other  historical  references  indicate  a
greater  presence  of  forbs  in  coastal  grasslands  in  southern  California  and  into  Baja
California.  For  example,  on  an  expedition  to  Baja  California  in  1886,  C.  R.  Orcutt  described
a  coastal  prairie  similar  to  the  Los  Angeles  coastal  praine:

The  9th  of  April  we  pass  through  Encenada,  and  along  the  shores  of  All  Saints
bay,  by  magnificent  fields  of  the  golden  California  poppy,  phacelias,  layia
elegans,  orthocarpus,  baenas,  larkspurs,  platystemon  and  other  delicate
annuals  and  perennials  which  lent  an  added  charm  to  the  beautiful  view  of
land  and  sea  that  was  spread  out  before  us  on  every  hand.  And  thus  for  mile
after  mile  we  alternately  contemplate  the  rich  garden  of  flowers  and  the
beautiful  scenery  (Orcutt  1886:54).
Although  available  evidence  for  the  Los  Angeles  coastal  praine  indicates  primarily  a

forb  and  grassland,  the  histoncal  descriptions  show  the  presence  of  patches  of  native  shrubs
within  the  praine,  probably  on  small  sandy  nses  (Nelson  1919;  von  Bloeker  1942).  Also,
like  most  natural  boundaries,  the  transition  from  praine  to  dune  scrub  or  coastal  sage  scrub
along  its  edges  was  likely  diffuse,  with  species  extending  patchily  from  one  vegetat.on  type
into  another  as  topoclimatic  and  edaphic  factors  allowed.

The  plant  species  of  the  Los  Angeles  coastal  praine  do  not  match  any  of  the
vegetation  series  descnbed  by  Sawyer  and  Keeler-Wolf  (Sawyer  and  Keeler-Wolf  1995).
The  closest  approximation  would  be  the  California  annual  grassland  senes  without  the
introduced  species.  Were  A  Manual  of  California  Vegetation  to  include  histone  vegetation
series,  the  Los  Angeles  coastal  praine  would  likely  be  one  of  several  senes  added  to  desen  be
native  annual  vegetation  pnor  to  the  introduction  of  the  annual  forbs  and  grasses  that  have  so
thoroughly  transformed  California  landscapes.

Evidence  for  vernal  pools

Vernal  pools  are  ephemeral  spnng  wetlands  that  occupy  depressions  in  grasslands  and
woodlands  (Holland  and  Keil  1995;  Zedler  1987).  Only  a  fraction  of  the  histoncally  extant
vernal  pools  in  southern  California  persist  because  many  have  been  destroyed  by  human  land

Table 2 Species frequency and percent cover measured across three transects from a photograph of
the meadow floor taken by Pierce in March, 1938 (Figure 3)

SPECIES
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uses.  Recent  reviews  of  vernal  pools  in  southern  California  (Keeler-Wolf,  Elam,  and  Flint
1995;  Zedler  1987)  do  not  indicate  the  historical  or  current  presence  of  vernal  pools  in  the
Los  Angeles  coastal  prairie.  The  historical  references  compiled  herein,  however,  suggest  that
the  area  contained  extensive  vernal  pools.  Four  types  of  evidence  confirm  the  presence  of
vernal  pools:  (1)  historical  topography,  (2)  records  of  plant  species  restricted  to  vernal  pools,
(3)  historical  descriptions,  including  photographs  and  place  names,  and  (4)  physical  remnants
of  degraded  and  recently  destroyed  pools.

As  described  earlier,  the  topography  of  the  Los  Angeles  coastal  prairie  was  of
undulating  hills  with  numerous  undrained  depressions.  Cooper  (1967)  describes  “the
presence  of  degraded  but  perfectly  distinct  ridges  in  the  seaward  part  of  the  dune  sheet,
parallel  to  the  coastal  ridge  and  the  shore,  with  elongated  undrained  depressions  or  series  of
depressions  in  line  between  them.  Parallelism  is  nearly  perfect  in  the  north;  south  of
Manhattan  Beach  it  is  less  so”  (Cooper  1967:97).  Cooper  presents  two  hypotheses  for  the
creation  of  the  ndges:  that  they  were  formed  as  offshore  bars  during  a  penod  of  higher  sea
level,  or  that  they  were  coastal  ndges,  degraded  and  flattened  over  time  (Cooper  1967:98).
Both  of  these  theories  are  consistent  with  descnptions  of  the  creation  of  vernal  pool
landscapes  (Norwick  1991:11-12).

Zedler  (1987),  in  his  community  descnption  of  southern  California  vernal  pools,  lists
plants  that  are  indicators  of  vernal  pools.  The  plants  are  those  “w  hose  distnbution  in  coastal
California  is  completely  or  substantially  restricted  to  vernal  pool  basins.”  Further,  “if  a
number  of  plants  of  this  group  occur  together  in  a  particular  place,  it  is  virtually  certain  that
the  habitat  is  a  vernal  pool”  (Zedler  1987:41).  Our  research  indicates  that  14  of  these  species
were  found  on  the  Los  Angeles  coastal  prairie  (Table  1).  These  included  Orcuttia
californica,  Phalaris  lemmonii  ,  and  Elaline  brachysperma.  The  indicator  species  certainly
were  found  together  in  pools.  For  example,  on  July  6,  1906,  F.  W.  Peirson  collected
Epilobium  pygmaeum,  Psilocarphus  brevissimus,  and  Navarrelia  prostrata  from  a  “sink  near
Inglewood"  (RSA).

Descriptions  associated  with  plant  records  in  herbaria  and  texts  also  indicate  the
presence  of  extensive  vernal  pools  in  the  coastal  Los  Angeles  region.  Parish  (Parish
1917:52)  refers  to  the  “desiccated  pools  in  the  coastal  district  of  Los  Angeles  County."
Accounts  of  Elaline  brachysperma  describe  its  range  as  “On  the  bordeis  of  pools  near  the
coast  in  Los  Angeles  and  San  Diego  Counties”  (Abrams  1904;  Davidson  and  Moxley  1923).
LeRoy  Abrams  describes  “exsiccated  places”  in  Inglewood  as  the  locality  for  a  specimen  of
Phalaris  lemmonii  (April  9,  1903,  LA).  Frank  W.  Gould  records  the  location  of  his
collection  of  Navarrelia  prostrata  as  "On  margin  of  vernal  pool;  near  junction  of  Sepulveda
Blvd.  and  W.  Railroad,  Manhattan  Beach  vicinity”  (April  15,  1944,  RSA).

Other  historical  evidence  of  the  extent  of  the  prairie’s  vernal  pool  landscape  is
provided  by  anecdotal  accounts  and  photographs.  One  such  account  is  of  “Pollywog  Park”  in

Table  3  Cover  value  of  species  with  greatest  cover  in  Coastal  Prairie  Lupine  Vegetation  Type
(Hektner and Foin 1977)

SPECIES  %  COVER
Lupinus  arboreus  28.4
Anthoxanthum  odor  alum  16.9
Holcus  lanatus  16.3
Lotus  angustissimus  3.0
J  uncus  effusus  2.2
Rubus  ursinus  2.  1
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Manhattan  Beach  (Dow  1976:14-15).  This  public  park  earned  its  name  from  the  yearly
hatch  of  western  spadefoot  toads  (Scaphiopus  hammondii  ),  a  species  associated  with
ephemeral  wetlands.  The  drainage  has  long  since  been  “improved”  and  the  toads  are  no
longer  found,  but  the  name  remains.  An  aenal  photograph  taken  in  August  of  1931  from  a
view  looking  inland  from  the  El  Segundo  dunes  shows  the  many  vernal  pool  basins,  as  well
as  fragments  of  relatively  undisturbed  prairie  (Figure  4).

Mattoni  discovered  a  remnant  vernal  pool  when  conducting  a  plant  survey  for  an
industrial  development  in  1995.  A  vacant  lot  in  Lomita,  although  highly  disturbed,  still
harbored  a  population  of  fairy  shrimp  (  Brachinecla  spp.)  and  western  spadefoot  toads  in
1998,  both  of  which  are  restricted  to  vernal  pools.  In  1997,  U.S.  Fish  and  Wildlife  Service
staff  located  remnant  vernal  pools  at  the  Los  Angeles  International  Airport  as  part  of  a  site
visit  to  discuss  environmental  documentation  for  the  proposed  airport  expansion.  These
pools  contain  at  least  two  fairy  shrimp  species  (  Streptocephalus  wooioni  and  Branchinecta
spp.)  (Rogers  1998).  The  airport  site  also  sustains  a  western  spadefoot  toad  population  that  is
likely  to  be  destroyed  by  the  expansion.

The  species  documented  from  the  vernal  pools  of  the  Los  Angeles  coastal  prairie
most  closely  match  the  vegetation  series  of  the  San  Diego  mesa  vernal  pools  as  described  by
Sawyer  and  Keeler-Wolf  (Sawyer  and  Keeler-Wolf  1995).

Climate  and  Phenology

The  climatic  regime  is  typical  Mediterranean  coastal  southern  California  with  hot  dry
summers  and  cool  wet  winters  with  limited  rainfall.  These  generalities  apply  to  the  coastal
prairie,  but  in  addition,  coastal  fogs  are  commonplace  from  late  summer  through  autumn,
providing  significant  moisture.  The  phenology  of  the  prairie  is  quantitatively  undescnbed,
but  the  growth  and  reproductive  periods  of  most  annuals  and  herbaceous  perennials  occur
during  early  spring  immediately  following  late  winter  rains.  Exceptions  to  this  pattern
include  Eriogonum  gracile,  Corethrogyne  filaginifolia,  Gnaphalium  microcephalum.
Ambrosia  acanthicarpa,  Heterotheca  grandiflora,  and  Eremocarpus  setigerus,  all  of  which
commence  vegetative  growth  in  late  spring  and  flower  during  August  and  September.
Additional  photographs  by  Pierce  document  some  of  the  yearly  cycle  of  the  prairie  annuals.
A  verdant  display  of  wildflowers  characterized  the  prairie  in  the  spring,  especially  in  the
vernal  pools.  Figure  5  shows  a  small  vemal  depression  in  the  early  spring  carpeted  with
Linanthus  dianthiflorus.  Later-growing  components  of  the  community  are  shown  in  Figure
6,  where  Heterotheca  grandiflora,  Corethrogyne  filaginifolia,  and  Gnaphalium
microcephalum  are  visible.  None  of  the  pictures  left  from  Pierce’s  surveys  shows  that  bunch
grasses were predominant.
Fauna

The  coastal  prairie  was  used  by  early  Los  Angeles  residents  for  hunting  birds  and
small  game.  The  diversity  of  mammals  was  increased  by  the  vemal  pools,  as  described  in  an
historical account:

Between  the  beach  and  Inglewood,  herds  of  cattle  and  sheep  grazed.  In  low-
lying  areas,  water  congregated  and  drew  birds  and  small  animals  which  were
rich  game  for  hunters  coming  from  inland  (City  of  Manhattan  Beach
Historical  Committee  1977:4).
A  list  of  mammals  for  the  prairie  was  never  published,  but  Jack  von  Bloeker’s  notes,

found  with  Pierce’s  notes,  reveal  a  high  diversity  of  small  mammals  (Appendix  A).  Two
subspecies  of  small  rodents,  the  endangered  pacific  pocket  mouse  (Perognathus
longimembrus  pacificus  )  and  the  western  harvest  mouse  (  Reithrodontomys  megalolis
limicola),  were  described  from  locations  on  the  prairie.  Recent  research  on  vemal  pools
indicates  that  rabbits  (  Lepus  spp.)  are  important  dispersal  vectors  of  many  vemal  pool  plants
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Figure 4  (opposite)  Aerial  photograph of  site  of  Los Angeles  International  Airport  showing vernal
pool depressions, September 6, 1931 (UCLA Department of Geography Air Photo Archives, Spence
Air Photo Collection, Negative #E-3 181 ).

(Zedler  and  Black  1992).  Their  presence  on  the  praine  strengthens  the  assumption  that
herbarium  records  of  vernal  pool  plants  recorded  from  one  part  of  the  praine  probably  were
found in other pools across the prairie.

Fossorial  mammals  played  an  important  role  in  maintaining  the  praine  vegetation,
especially  pocket  gophers  and  ground  squirrels.  The  role  of  animal  disturbance  in
influencing  vegetation  type  has  been  largely  overlooked  and  is  only  now'  being  considered
seriously  for  California  grass  and  forblands  (Schiffman  1997).  High  levels  of  burrowing
mammal  disturbance  were  likely  present  on  the  Los  Angeles  coastal  praine  as  in  other
California  grasslands  (e.g.,  Hobbs  and  Mooney  1985;  Hobbs  and  Mooney  1991;  Pean  1989;
Schiffman  1997).  Such  disturbance  has  been  shown  to  increase  annual  species  cover,  soil
humus  content,  mineral  availability,  moisture,  and  friability  (Dalquest  and  Schaffer  1942;
Ellison  and  Aldous  1952;  Hansen  and  Moms  1968;  Martinsen  et  al.  1990;  McGinnes  1960;
Mielke  1977;  Ross  et  al.  1968).

In  his  survey  of  the  reptiles  and  amphibians  of  the  El  Segundo  dunes,  von  Bloeker
(1942)  recorded  five  lizard  species  from  the  meadow,  including  the  southern  California
homed  lizard,  and  nine  snake  species  (for  full  list  and  scientific  names  see  Appendix  B).  In
addition,  the  praine  was  home  to  slender  salamander,  California  toad,  and  Pacific  treefrog.
Not  recorded  by  von  Bloeker,  but  found  in  a  remnant  vernal  pool  in  Lomita,  and  formerly  at
“Pollywog  Park,”  was  the  western  spadefoot  toad.

Von  Bloeker  also  documented  the  birds  of  the  Los  Angeles  coastal  praine  (von
Bloeker  1943a;  von  Bloeker  1943b;  see  Appendix  C).  The  abundant  small  mammal
populations  made  the  prairie  a  good  hunting  ground  for  raptors  (sharp-shinned  hawk.
Cooper’s  hawk,  northern  harner,  American  kestrel,  bam  owl,  and  burrowing  owl).  The
complement  of  breeding  birds  shows  those  typical  of  open  grassland  communities  (California
quail,  killdeer,  mourning  dove,  roadrunner,  red-shafted  flicker,  Anna’s  hummingbird,
western  kingbird,  black  phoebe,  homed  lark,  northern  mockingbird,  loggerhead  shrike,
western  meadowlark,  brewer’s  blackbird,  and  house  finch).  Furthermore,  the  praine
provided  wintering  grounds  for  a  number  of  migratory  passerines  (orange-crowned  warbler,
yellow-rumped  warbler,  Townsend’s  warbler,  common  yellowthroat,  western  tanager,
savannah  sparrow  ,  Lincoln’s  sparrow  ,  song  sparrow,  and  others).  In  addition,  the  seasonal
water  resource  of  the  vernal  pools  attracted  a  few  water-associated  birds  (red-winged
blackbird,  great  blue  heron),  as  well  as  enhanced  the  habitat  for  grassland  passerines,  as  has
been  shown  for  other  vernal  pool  systems  (Baker  et  al.  1992).

Figure S (overleaf, p 92). Early spnng vernal pool on the Los Angeles coastal praine show ing cover
of Linanthus dianlhiflorus with Lotus scoparius and Lupinus bicolor. Photograph from W D Pierce’s
notes.

Figure  6  (overleaf,  p  93).  Photograph  of  Los  Angeles  coastal  prairie  in  July  1939  showing  later-
growing  components  of  coastal  praine  community.  Distinguishable  species  include  Mucronea
californica,  Corelhrogyne  filaginifolia  var  virgala,  and  Heterolheca  californica.  Photograph  from
W. D Pierce's notes
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Restoration  Efforts

The  most  significant  remaining  remnant  of  the  prairie  is  12  ha,  located  in  the  lee  of
the  El  Segundo  dunes  at  LAX.  Mattom  described  this  fragment  previously,  and  preliminary
restoration  efforts,  sponsored  by  a  grant  from  the  California  Department  of  Transportation,
were  undertaken  by  Mattoni  during  1988-1994  for  the  least  disturbed  areas  (Mattoni  1990;
Mattoni  1992;  Mattoni  1993).  Non-native  plants  were  cleared  from  the  site  by  hand,  and
Eriogonum  fasciculatum  (planted  inappropriately  by  LAX)  was  removed  by  trimming  and
applying  a  herbicide.  Three  prairie  floor  annuals  were  successfully  reintroduced:  Phacelia
distorts,  Caslilleja  exserta  ,  and  Plantago  erecta.  No  restoration  attempts  were  made  for  a
more  disturbed  area  of  prairie,  formerly  used  as  agricultural  land,  because  it  was  outside  of
the  area  set  aside  by  LAX  as  a  nature  reserve.  This  degraded  area  might  allow  for
investigation  of  the  importance  of  mycorrhizal  fungi  in  nutrient  mobilization.  Such  fungal
associations  with  Stipa  spp.  are  widespread  and  correlated  with  host  adaptation  to  xeric
environments  (St.  John  1993).  Active  restoration  efforts  were  ended  in  1994  when  LAX
hired  a  consultant  to  explore  expansion  of  the  airport  rather  than  continue  the  habitat
restoration program.

The  historical  composition  of  the  coastal  praine  is  important  to  future  restoration
efforts  on  the  LAX  fragment  and  other  smaller  fragments.  Because  of  misinformation  in  the
literature  about  the  historical  extent  of  the  El  Segundo  dunes  (Arnold  1983;  Arnold  1990;  see
Mattoni  1992  for  details),  restorationists  may  be  misled  into  attempts  to  reestablish  dune
scrub  in  areas  that  were  formerly  coastal  prairie.  The  description  of  the  Los  Angeles  coastal
praine  and  its  vernal  pools  given  here  should  inform  future  restoration  efforts  in  the  area  and
provide  a  model  for  documentation  of  histoncal  conditions.  Complete  restoration  projects
must  first  properly  charactenze  the  histone  composition  of  a  habitat,  or  risk  inadvertently
converting  the  vegetation  into  an  inappropnate  type  (e.g.,  Jordan  and  Packard  1987).  The
descnption  of  the  Los  Angeles  coastal  praine  and  its  vernal  pools  should  also  aid  in  the
potential  identification  of  previously  overlooked  fragments  of  these  habitats  in  the  urban
mosaic.
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Appendix  A.  Mammals  of  the  Los  Angeles  coastal  prairie  (Mattom  1990).

Scientific Name

Notes:  B,  breeding  and  foraging;  F,  foraging  only.  Partial  list  from  J.  von  Bloeker’s  field
notes.
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Appendix  B.  Reptiles  and  Amphibians  of  the  Los  Angeles  coastal  praine  (after  von  Bloeker
1942 ).

Scientific Name

Ardea herodias hyperonca
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Sayornis nigricans

Notes:  Min.,  minimum  usage  of  praine,  max.,  maximum,  excl.,  praine  and  not  adjoining
dunes or wetlands.
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